Other Supplies
- 8” x 16” bolster pillow form
- 12” zipper
- embroidery floss in coordinating colors
- embroidery needle & hoop
- paper printer
- basic sewing supplies
- sewing machine (with zipper foot)
- iron & pressing surface
- scissors & fabric shears
- fabric marker
- straight pins
- coordinating thread
Notes
- Please wash, dry & iron your cotton before beginning.
- Unless otherwise noted, sew all seams with a 1/2” seam allowance.
- Arrow indicates directions of fabric’s pattern.

1. Print the Log End and Heart templates (pp 4-5) at
100% size and cut out the pieces. Tape the two
halves of the Log End circle together.
2. Cut out (2) Log End pieces from the End fabric. Set
these pieces aside.
3. Cut a 17” x 23 1/4” rectangle from the Main fabric
and trace the Heart template onto its Right Side as
shown. Take care that the fabric’s pattern runs
parallel to the rectangle’s 17” sides. The exact
placement of the Heart isn’t critical, as long as it’s
roughly centered between the top & bottom of the
piece, at least 3” from the edge.
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4. Write a short love note or pair of initials inside the heart. Mount the Main fabric rectangle in
your embroidery hoop and embroider the Heart & words/initials using a chain stitch. We
have a tutorial for that here.
5. Sew the short ends of your rectangle together, leaving a gap for the zipper (we have a
tutorial for installing zippers here). Since your work is composed of a fairly small tube, it’ll be a
bit tricky to maneuver at some points, so we have some handling tips for this process; apart
from these tips, you’ll install your zipper as outlined in the tutorial.
Zip Tips:
First, sew down each side of the zipper with the open zipper laid over your sewing machine’s
base, beginning and ending an inch or two from the zipper’s ends (seam #1).
Next, close your zipper and sew around either end with the open end of the tube laid over
your machine’s base (seam #2).
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6. Turn your work inside out and open your zipper all the way; you’ll need to turn your pillow
Right Side out through this gap once you’ve sewn on the ends.
7. Pin & sew the End fabric circles to the ends of the Main fabric tube, Right Sides together.
You’ll need to gather the fabric slightly, so use plenty of pins inserted perpendicular to the
fabrics’ edges.
8. Turn the pillow Right Side out, insert the bolster form and zip the whole thing up.
9. Present your Love Note Log to a particulary worthy sweetheart.
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